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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Chesterton Connect™ Simplified 
Equipment and Process Monitoring Sensor 

Perth, Western Australia – 16/11/20 – Australia only 

 Chesterton, a leader in equipment sealing and reliability, has released its next IoT innova�on – an 
easy-to-install sensor and app that helps industrial teams increase up�me of rota�ng equipment. 

Chesterton Connect™ is a 24/7 
equipment monitoring sensor that 
enables users to safely and conveniently 
monitor changes in: 

• Equipment vibration
• Equipment surface temperature
• Process pressure
• Process temperature

The sensor communicates with a mobile 
applica�on via Bluetooth. The app supports mul�ple sensors to provide a comprehensive view of a 
plant’s equipment health. The app alerts the user when equipment opera�ng limits are exceeded.  
The collected data can be exported for analysis to help the user understand the equipment's 
opera�on and take preventa�ve ac�ons to extend MTBR.  

 “Chesterton Connect automa�cally stays on top of equipment changes that pose a problem. It 
gives pump operators �me to make the necessary adjustments, helping to avoid costly unplanned 
down�me” notes Steve Bullen, Product Director of Chesterton Mechanical Seals product line.  

Chesterton Connect can be used on any rota�ng equipment such as pumps, mixers, gear boxes, 
motors, and fans.  
htps://chestertonrota�ng.chesterton.com/en-us/Products/Pages/ChestertonConnect.aspx 

http://www.chesterton.com/
https://chestertonrotating.chesterton.com/en-us/Products/Pages/ChestertonConnect.aspx
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About A.W. Chesterton Company 
Operating in over 100 countries around the world, Chesterton is recognized as a leading provider of 
knowledge backed solutions and expert service for Rotary, Stationary, and Fluid Power equipment 
supported by a comprehensive line of industrial fluid sealing solutions, high performance protective 
coatings, and specialty industrial lubrication. Chesterton operates in Australia and New Zealand 
through Chesterton distribution partners, which are strategically located to support Australia and 
New Zealand market. 

Chesterton products are sold exclusively through a network of authorised and specialised Chesterton 
distributors to ensure that you are always purchasing genuine Chesterton products, serviced by 
experts and covered by Chesterton product warranty. 

https://www.chestertoncustomseal.com.au/partners-chesterton-products/ 
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Michael Wachinger 
Regional Manager – ANZ 
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